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Dedication

To law enforcement agencies world wide
in the battles against international drug smuggling

With thanks to Peter Scherer, former Editor of the
New Zealand Herald for his help and encouragement to
write the book, and great friends and memories of
sixties rock music at Marlow on Thames.
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CHAPTER 1

The first glow of promotion had washed off a couple
of days after he was offered the non-uniform job, and
newly installed Customs Investigations Officer Herewini
MacDonald now faced the reality of proving his worth in
what seemed a rather alien environment.
He was in essence a Customs Department detective
on drug smuggling assignments.
As part of a small select squad he shared a downtown
Auckland office with a few other members of the group.
They were all hand picked for their intelligence and
ability to take initiatives.
The new office was a quarter of the 16th floor of a
shining glass and marble cathedral of capitalism called
Sandringham Place—one of about half a dozen similar
monuments to Mammon in a very upmarket precinct.
Just to have a desk in a place like that made you feel
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you had arrived and were now part of an elite business
class.
For starters, Herewini had to undergo some sort of
Fort Knox style security check in order to obtain a swipe
card to operate the lift, and then another swipe card to
gain entry to the Customs office.
The downstairs lobby was unmanned and a sign
directed visitors to a wall-hung telephone and instructed
them to ring certain numbers for specific companies and
a representative of that company would come down in
the lift and let them in if that person was satisfied with
their credentials.
‘Jesus this place gives me the creeps,’ he had told one
of his Customs colleagues after his maiden visit without
a swipe card.
He felt uncomfortable and out of place in these
opulent surroundings and, with the exception of Customs
staff, the other inhabitants of Sandringham Place were not
his kind of people. Merchant bankers, stock brokers,
upmarket PR and advertising agencies and a large nest of
computer geeks who operated a company called Bee Bop.
On his third day at the new office a man dressed in the
calculated casual gear of advertising said, ‘You’re the new
guy in Customs, right?’
‘Yep.’ Herewini was not in the mood for this
conversation.
‘What do you guys do in there? It looks very hushhush. I hope you’re not trying to take harmless recreational drugs off the streets.’ The ad man gave him a
saccharine grin.
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‘Don’t know mate. I’ve only been here three days and
I’m still learning. Must go now.’
The lift reached the 16th floor and he was relieved to
get away from the slimy ad man.
At first glance the Customs office set up looked very
relaxed. There were few vestiges of officialdom apart
from a small brass plaque next to the entrance door and
nothing much inside that would give away what went on
in these secure chambers. They wore casual civvy
clothing, everyone was on first name terms but behind it
all there was a lot of personal dedication and commitment
to the job.
His boss had brought his attention to the fact that an
investigations branch of the Inland Revenue Department
was located on a floor above them, which was convenient
on some investigations.
‘They are not always as cooperative as we’d like; bit
too much empire building at the expense of other
bastards’ efforts if you ask me; but still we have to work
together at times so just hang in there and grin and bear
it when it’s necessary.
‘Of course,’ the boss continued, ‘it’s different with the
Police, you will find them more like us, people who like
action, but our contacts there are at Auckland Central
Police Station as I imagine you already know.’
‘Yep,’ Herewini acknowledged with a growing feeling
in the pit of his stomach that maybe he had made the
wrong career choice in accepting this promotion.
I will be like the bloody Olympic Flame and never go
out, he thought woefully, cooped up in a glass box all day.
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The office did have great harbour views, but for
someone who liked to be out on the water it was pure
torture. Earlier in the day Herewini had amused himself
watching the pirate-like Wednesday ‘Rum Race’ yachts
sail out of Westhaven Marina for the Hauraki Gulf with a
spanking fresh south westerly up their tails.
They were a motley bunch of yachts from rather aged
40 footers down to 22 foot pocket yachts, and a few classy
one tonners within their ranks.
He knew the style from the days when he helped crew
an old H28 yacht for a friend. This was the ultimate fun
race done in the boss’s time where at least 50 per cent of
the participants would fabricate good reason to be absent
from work to take the afternoon off.
The crews would scarper down to their yachts with
the speed of criminals leaving a bank raid, sling their
sailing bags on board and run up the sails with the
enthusiasm of America’s Cup contestants, but not quite
the expertise.
The skipper would already be at the helm and anxious
to slip the moorings as soon as possible. Sometimes, if held
up at the office or by traffic, the last crew member would
have to do a pier head jump to get on board just after the
mooring lines had been cast off. Then they would be off to
the start line usually with some running gear still needing
to be trimmed and sails sorted. By the time the yachts had
reached the start line everyone would have a grin on their
faces. They had escaped the office or factory for the
afternoon!
There was little formality about the races and a fair bit
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of rule bending. It was adult truancy at its best. Herewini
reflected ruefully that his days of slinking off to help crew
the H28 had ended as soon as he had accepted the
promotion.
Just to rub it in, today the yachts made a grand sight
with full spinnakers set and crews lounging in a bunch
astern with little to do. They had both the wind and tide
behind them and the city was fast sinking in their wake.
Later in the day Herewini saw them return on hard
tacks, their bows digging into the troughs with spray
bursting in small clouds over their decks. All the crews
were hunkered down in dripping wet weather gear but
Herewini could guess with smiles of exhilaration on their
faces.
It was a warm autumn day so the spray would be
quite pleasant. In 30 minutes or so the traditional bottle of
rum would be given to the winner and everyone would
slake a few drinks at the yacht club.
Their day was coming to an end but up in his glass
cage his was barely halfway through. His boss was due
to give him some sort of briefing later in the evening and
meanwhile he had to wade through a lot of tedious
procedure and organisational files.
Apart from the boss, he was alone in the office burning
the midnight oil trying to come to grips with the files. He
had been given his own computer password and another
to one of the vital computer files which required urgent
attention. The flashing and twinkling lights of downtown
Auckland were tempting him to come out and sample the
night life.
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He keyed in the password.
A recently retired predecessor had built up the large
dossier on increased heroin smuggling. Herewini was
initially disappointed to be given the file. He had hoped
to be part of the team working on New Zealand’s
nightmare ‘P’ or ‘Ice’ methamphetamine problem.
There had been a huge recent drug bust of Chinese
gangs working out of Auckland’s Sky City Casino where
‘P’ had been imported, literally by the container load in
the form of paint or hair spray. That was the place to be if
you were an ambitious Customs officer, working hand in
glove with the cops. Real cloak and dagger stuff.
Heroin was a bit old hat, not quite the number one
problem, but as his boss said, people are still killing for it
and making huge money out of wrecking people’s lives.
‘It’s still coming in in big quantities and we are the
front line defence,’ the boss pointed out.
Herewini grunted agreement.
‘I want you to go through this file with a fine tooth
comb and see if you can pick something up that Harry
[Herewini’s retired predecessor] might have missed, and
develop some sort of strategy.
‘I suspect we are dealing with an old experienced
gang, probably been around since the 1980s, or even 70s,
who cut their teeth as underling parts of the Alexander
Sinclair gang, you know the Mr Big, Mr Asia and Mr
Suburban mob who gained notoriety killing people in
Melbourne and the UK,’ his boss explained.
‘Maybe not quite top flyers on the criminal scene, but
they are still bloody dangerous! Have a quick scan and
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get back to me in a couple of days with your ideas.’
With that his boss started to leave, but swerved back
at the doorway with an almost forgotten tip.
‘I have a feeling that the airport drug sniffing dog
handlers may be the key to this. I can’t for the life of me
see how anyone can get heroin past our drug dogs. When
you have finished reading the file, get hold of the old
video clips from the CCTV cameras in the passenger
baggage area. Then look at any flights which do not seem
to have been regularly inspected by the dogs. Maybe we
have a rotten egg who always takes his dog out for a shit
or piss when the key flights from Bangkok, or wherever
come in.’
This annoyed Herewini because he had just thought
the same thing and wanted to be the person who told the
boss it was the first thing to be done.
He politely agreed.
‘Your previous career in the travel industry could be
useful. You may find some connections to our rotten egg
if we have one.’
Herewini nodded and scribbled a few lines to satisfy
the boss that he had diligently taken note of his advice.
The boss nodded and complimented him on working late
and left.
‘Fuck, hours of looking at bloody videos looking for a
missing bloody dog handler and his woof woof!’
Herewini glanced at his watch; it was close on 10pm.
He picked up his mobile phone and called a colleague
from the uniform branch who had knocked off hours
earlier.
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‘Time for a morality patrol to check out some likely
night spots, mate. Know any dives where the old lags
who are known for a bit of heroin dealing hang out? We
may run into a couple of hot chicks at the same time.’
His mate grunted the names of a couple of places and
advised, ‘Don’t be too eager to mix business with
pleasure; a drink is a drink, but a chick can be dynamite
if she is tied up in this sort of thing.’
‘True, my interest will be purely avuncular. So, are you
on?’
His colleague yawned and grunted, ‘Suppose so.’
‘See you in 15 minutes at the ‘Bengal Tiger’, you know,
the Ponsonby club, the one where they have that Indian
girl behind the bar with a face done up like a Bengal Tiger,
with huge tits and the waitresses run around in tiny tiger
skin outfits.’
‘Yeah, mate, it’s indelibly etched on my brain, along
with the fear of becoming compromised by some tart with
drug gang links.’
Herewini carefully shut down his computer and
locked up for the night.

The near horizontal rain driven by fierce gusts of wind
at London’s Heathrow Airport tugged at Fran Wallace’s
clothing as she checked her itinerary. She wanted to be
sure everything was in place before meeting the
Mereleigh Record Club group who had to board a flight
to Bangkok and Auckland.
It was 3:50 pm and everyone had been told to be there
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by 4 pm prompt and to look out for her red umbrella.
The thought struck her that she might look a bit like a
tart with her highly visible red umbrella; just outside the
airport’s somewhat infamous Terminal 3, where
perverted men would slink in to take their flights for sex
tours of Thailand.
The red brolly would be of little use, it had already
been blown inside out once by the tempestuous gusts.
Although it was wrecked she kept it because she had told
the group she would have it with her. She would toss it in
a rubbish bin shortly after they arrived if she could find
one.
Her tasteful travel clothes bore the stamp of respectability and she had a good figure; she was pretty tidy
for her age.
It was just the sort of weather that encouraged tens of
thousands of Britons to flee to hot climes. Most of them
were wearing lightweight summer clothes. Heavy winter
top coats could not always disguise the colourful skimpy
holiday garb worn beneath. They formed long queues for
the budget charter flights to Spain, Greece and the
Caribbean.
Normally Fran would have been bubbling with excitement at the thought of escaping to warmer places, but she
had the battle-weary look of a tour guide just about to
depart on her umpteenth conducted tour to the Canary
Islands with a group of demanding middle-aged tourists.
Fran was not a professional tour guide, and she was
going somewhere far off where she had never been before
with a group of old friends, so logically she should have
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been happy and not apprehensive about the trip.
The pangs of self doubt bordering on a panic attack
were gnawing away at her. She had never felt so insecure
in her life. And for one normally so confident and self
assured it was terrifying.
She had just made a major change in her life quitting
a very long marriage less than a year ago. She had packed
up and left her philandering husband and adult children
behind in South Africa to return to Mereleigh, her home
town, to care for her aged mother.
It had all been logically thought out, there was ample
justification for the move, her family were mature adults
with lives of their own and now she felt totally justified in
doing what she wanted to do.
The first part was easy once the decision was made
and the task of moving and setting up a new home at
Mereleigh took most of her thinking time, but now there
was time to reflect on it all and huge pangs of guilt and
doubt kept creeping in. There were no recriminations
from her children who said they were surprised she had
not left their father earlier, but she was lonely, dreadfully
lonely and had never experienced such loneliness before.
There was nobody’s shoulder to cry on—not that she
was the crying type—or even talk to who she could trust
not to reveal her innermost fears.
British born Fran and her husband came from
Mereleigh where in her teen years Fran had been a
member of the Mereleigh Record Club. They migrated to
South Africa as newlyweds in their early 20s.
A chance reunion with old Mereleigh Record Club
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friends had sparked the plan to visit New Zealand and it
seemed a good thing to do to break her chronic
depression.
Was she ready for this trip?
‘It’s a date with fate and I am not sure I want what fate
may dish up,’ she told herself.
There was this gut feeling that the trip would present
some challenges of an unpleasant nature. She had had a
few sleepless nights in the past week about it all.
Only time would show if she had made the right
decision about going on the trip.
True to form she had volunteered to take on the most
onerous task of official escort to the group. The holder of
all the hotel and restaurant vouchers, airline tickets, and
worst of all, the person who was expected to round up
any strays in the group, and make sure everyone was
punctual.
Fran was a naturally organised person. She kept the
books for the Mereleigh Record Club back in her late
teenage years. It was a task she would complain about,
but was secretly flattered by their trust in her and enjoyed
the control and power the administration and financial
management of it gave her.
She looked like the sort of late middle-aged woman
who had a supervisor’s or junior manager’s position at a
bank, an organised grandmother, the very essence of
middle aged respectability.
With a granny-boaster pack of carefully selected snaps
of her grandchildren in her handbag, a notebook which
would be referred to frequently in order to keep on
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schedule, a small address book and a pocket calculator,
her whole demeanour was of someone always in control
of her life.
‘She’s no show pony,’ she once heard a male friend
confide in another male, ‘but if you want someone to raise
your kids through a war, a depression or in the Third
World, she is your lady.’
She was mildly flattered by the observation.
That image had carried her through for most of her
years. It was her own ego, not any great sense of
responsibility, that made her accept that role, plus she
could not bear the thought of someone else doing the task
and stuffing things up.
This bloody airport check in reminds me too much of
my first departure to South Africa, that is what it is that
has brought all this depression on. It helped her to find a
cause for things and the deduction gave her some
reassurance that she was not totally going off her rocker.
It had hit her like a sledgehammer only a few days ago
just how much she missed so many things in South
Africa; people, places and activities, the smells of Cape
Town market, the sea, and she may never see it again,
certainly not in the same light.
Her initial hopes were that the trip would provide
some fun and zest and kick-start her life in Britain
through the renewal of many old friendships, and thus
prove her decision to return home a correct one.

No one could recreate the sweaty, smoky atmosphere
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of Andy Cole’s ‘pad’ where it had all started. Everyone,
teenagers all then, crammed in to hear the latest rock and
roll EPs or LPs on a Friday night. She was a rocker with a
pony tail, atomic bobby socks, tight pants or a mini skirt
and she loved to flaunt it and tease the boys. She was ‘a
sweet sixteen’ and one who did ‘go to church just to see
the boys’, as the old Lonnie Donaghan song said.
Elvis was always the King for her, unsurpassed and
she always cried inwardly every time she heard him sing
‘In the Ghetto’ or ‘Suspicious Minds’.
She fiddled with her i-Pod which had about two days
of listening on it and tried to work out how many vinyl
records and what size massive steamer trunk would be
needed to cart this amount of music around in the old
days. If you were a professional DJ there would also be
the large battery powered turntable bigger than a laptop
computer which could only play one record at a time and
a packet of spare needles.
‘Jesus I am old.’ She shrugged.
Not too old to have a new man in her life, the first in
her life since her marriage.
There had been no discreet affairs or casual sex and
the new man was probably the least demanding person
you could meet. That was a pity because he presented few
challenges; intellectual or physical but he was good
company.
He was on the trip and would probably show up late.
Time to turn-up, Timeless Tim; he always turns up,
though late, nice, rather vague and ineffectual but loving
in his own way, she reflected.
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She guessed the bunch of ancient dubious old friends
would arrive first bringing with them small talk about the
hassles of getting to the airport on time, parking and
friendly jibes. There would be the crude reminders and
anecdotes from the past to establish the old ties and a
common starting ground for this trip.
She could imagine the man talk, she had a good body
then, a real goer, the men would say, but look at her now,
good body still but her face exactly like her grandmother’s was!
Then the female comments, she was an opinionated
and organising know-all then and still is! They had grown
old together while she had come back as an older person
after leaving as a young bride. Her ageing must have been
dramatic for them
‘God, I know exactly who is likely to say what, about
who. Jesus this is stupid.’
Still at least her new man Tim had a good sense of
humour and was not a demanding person. Would he fit
in? Probably like a shadow. He had not been a member of
the exclusive 40 or so members of the Record Club. After
the heavy insufferable emotional demands of her ex
husband it was a big change.
The classic wet, cold and dull March day seemed to be
set on sweeping everything, including the past out of the
way. The traffic was shocking. No one wanted to park and
incur fees so every vehicle was doing a rapid drop off
stunt.
Friends, relations and taxis were almost chucking their
passengers out in haste for fear of getting tickets or being
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blocked in.
It was stupid she had arrived nearly an hour ahead of
the set time.
God knows how many whining jets had landed and
taken off in this time. It seemed like once every four
minutes or so those landing engaged reverse thrust with
an urgency pilots only applied in marginal conditions. Hit
the ground and stay on it, seemed to be their rule of the
day. Those taking off could not retract their undercarriages, gain altitude and get out of the place quickly
enough.
A male Southeast Asian traveller halted in front of her
glanced at her suitcase and asked if this was the entrance
to Terminal 3. Fran pointed to the nearby sign and said
yes.
‘You are going to Auckland I see from your suitcase
label?’
She immediately cursed herself for having the group
label with the destination on her bag. Damn nosey parker.
She really wanted to tell him to piss off and mind his own
business.
‘Yes,’ she reluctantly agreed.
‘And by Thai airways with a group,’ he persisted.
All the information he wanted to know was there,
plastered on her suitcase for all the world to see, the
airline group sticker and destination. She decided to turn
the tables.
‘And who are you and where are you going?’ she
demanded, policewoman like.
‘Oh just a businessman from Bangkok,’ and with that
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he turned curtly on his heel towards the entry door to
Terminal 3.
He was lost for a moment or two behind a group of
pedestrians and she looked for him to turn into the
doorway, but he didn’t!
Instead he dashed hurriedly across the road and
vanished into the crowd.
What the hell was he up to? If she had been more alert
to her surroundings she would never have allowed the
mysterious Thai ‘businessman’ to trap her into the rather
one-sided revealing conversation.
‘I’d better keep my wits about me and stop this
moping about myself,’ she thought.
She sat on her suitcase hoping the rest of the group
would hurry up,

Only a few of the members still lived at Mereleigh on
Thames, that sleepy but charming small riverside town.
Of their group, only two had migrated; Rick Foster went
to East Africa and then on to New Zealand, and Fran.
The dust of Africa would always remain on his boots
until he died, Rick had confessed though he said he loved
New Zealand.
He had his own travel agency which organised the
tour, and he had been in regular contact with her from
New Zealand fleshing out the fine detail of their trip.
Clearly it was a big deal for him and many of the
others.
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Rick’s family had moved to Mereleigh when he was
in his mid teens, from another part of Britain. They had
lived down the hill from her in a valley, a mere hamlet in
those days, with an old ruined monastery at the end of
the blind lane.
There were only a handful of teenagers her age in this
hamlet which was a few miles from Mereleigh. Most of
their parents were in rural occupations.
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